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Abstract
And he said, ”The fundamental statement of the phase rule is simply F=C -P+2...
Counterpoint to Phase Rule 
Keith Shillington 
And he said, "The fundamental statement of the phase rule 
is simply 
F = C — P + 2 
Where P is the number of states of matter which exist in a sys-
tem at equilibrium " 
And in my notes 
Fz=zC — P + 2 
And P is 
It is spring again. 
All last night clung to me 
As I walked in nothingness 
Like walking on a hyphen-trestle over space. 
And I heard the pale green oat shoots 
Push a thousand clods away 
To mould tomorrow's field. 
I ran into the darkness. 
I am afraid of all this new life 
Which believes that seed is everything 
And strains in spurting green, 
Throwing forth flowers and growing old in a season, 
To see their young carry on eternity's chain. 
And then I wonder 
I wonder if I can spit in the face of eternity 
And end this chain here, 
With only the grass remembering, 
Only the dark remembering, 
Only the quiet knowing 
Where I am 
"And C is the number of independent chemical individuals which 
must be specified 
In order to describe the chemical nature of the system." 
[14] 
